59 willys truck

It was available as a pickup truck , a platform stake truck, a chassis cab , or a bare chassis. The
truck was restyled in with the addition of a V-shaped grille with five horizontal bars. Optional
accessories included an engine governor , a power takeoff , and a pulley drive. Over , of these
trucks were manufactured. The Jeep Truck was available with only one transmission, the
Borg-Warner T three-speed manual, with synchromeshed second and third gears. The heavy
duty Timken was used in the early years of production, later being replaced by the Dana The
front axle was a Dana From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or
entirely on a single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help
improve this article by introducing citations to additional sources. Motor vehicle.
Willys-Overland Motors Kaiser-Jeep. This section does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. January Learn how and when to remove this template message.
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description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size pickup.
Goâ€”Devil standard Hurricane optional. Changes from 4T: V-shaped grille with five horizontal
bars Updated gauge cluster No side steps on the pickup version Four-wheel drive only from on.
Continental straight-six engine. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Willys Jeep Truck.
AM General. Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon.
Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. Click on email
button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history,
interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help you find
things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see
brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by
models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold.
If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are
plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners.
In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all
featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a
variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the
allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite
different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully
when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run
across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. This could have been a
brush truck of some type or it was a utility truck. Runs and drives. Six cylinder inline flathead.
Three speed manual. High and low transfer case. Odometer does not work. Says 18, miles. Was
told it was a fire truck? Owned for over eighteen years. Has been sitting inside for seventeen
years. Needs work to be road worthy. Lots of thumbs up! Custom professionally built frame.
Ready for Cruise night! This truck turns lots of heads! Paint is in great condition and it turns
heads everywhere. Bill spotted this truck. Three speed manual, no power steering or power
brakes. All glass clean. Crank windows work and the heater is remarkably effective. New tires,
wheels, brakes, muffler, fuel pump, carburetor and fuel tank. Cab corners were becoming thin
so I had them replaced using metal. No bon-do anywhere. She is equipped with four wheel drive
which I had repaired. She runs like a sewing machine. Plow available but I have never had it on.
Truck is domiciled in Pennsylvania presently. It would make the trip back to this area although I
would take back roads to hold the speed down. She will do This vehicle is for rides around
town, short trips and shows. Thumbs up and flashing headlights from admirers, you will get
used to. Odometer reads 19xxxmiles. Cab has fresh flat black paint on it. Interior is not restored
although it is completely serviceable. Also have many more parts motors, blocks, and wheels
for sale. It includes a PTO winch. US Army Military Police theme. Runs and drive great! Many
Custom touches. Show winning Rat Rod!! Good straight truck with an updated engine. Needs a
little more work, but has potential for the right price. It was fire dept. When we offer a vehicle for
sale it is ready to be delivered and pushed into your work shop because we have eliminated any
of the risks involved with electronic payments, titling and shipping. Runs and drives great new
windshield and back glass. Would trust it anywhere. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by
Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home
About email Need to contact me and don't have my email? Appears in good shape. Mark
spotted this custom build. Another unusual JeepRod build. This ran-when-parked truck was

setup as a hunter. Rebuilt engine, PTO wench, very dependable! Lots of mods. Nice looking
build. Glenn forwarded this ad. This might be a project? Nice looking truck. Lots of mods to this
custom truck. Someone went all-out with this Halloween-esque build. Google Ad. COM Andy's
m All rights reserved. Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. Akin to the original jeep, the CJ-5 was a civilian variant of their MA1 military Jeep,
which went into production in A year later, Willys added a longer sibling, the CJ-6 once again, a
byproduct of a military jeep, the M ambulance. Also from on, all CJs were all-wheel drive. In ,
optional engines were added to the platform, with a horsepower, cid V-6 and the rarely equipped
cid Perkins 4-cylinder diesel appearing on order sheets. When American Motors bought out
Kaiser-Jeep in early , the primary motive was to add the successful Jeep name and especially
the CJ-5 to its lineup. The popular Renegade package bowed in and continued to be a choice for
Jeep buyer's through the remainder of the CJ-5's production run. Other packages included the
Super Jeep , Golden Eagle - , Laredo - , and Limited and With a longer wheelbase and bigger
doors, it made the CJ a little more comfortable for Americans who were increasingly using their
Jeeps for urban living rather than wild and rough back roads. CJ-5 production ended in For all
Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event
of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s
is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. It was introduced in , with model
designations of 2T and 4T. The truck received a facelift in and became the , with the new
"Hurricane" four-cylinder engine as an option. This model introduced the v-shaped front end
with five horizontal bars, as well as an updated gauge cluster. The steps on the side of the
pickup box were deleted. After , the two-wheel drive model was discontinued. In , the model
designation became and the grille bars were reduced to three. A six-cylinder model was
introduced in , and sales of models dropped considerably. The was dropped in in favor of the
new Tornado OHC engine. The model, powered by the L Lightning straight six, was brought in
for Four-wheel drive became an option in The flat grille was replaced by a pointed v-shape
design with five horizontal bars across the vertical ones. New engines were available, too. The
model got the new F Hurricane, and the model got a new in3 2. Another big change this year
was the addition of a sedan delivery model to the lineup. A number of new models were added
in In a new Maverick model was introduced, a comparatively more luxurious version of the
two-wheel drive wagon. It could be had with either the four or the six-cylinder engine. The
Tornado OHC engine was introduced in midyear , replacing the flathead. Engines: - , - CID 2. A
Spicer 18 transfer case was used on 4WD models. The Timken was an early rear axle option,
otherwise the Dana 53 was standard. The front axle was a Dana Willys Truck and Wagon
Steering Parts. Willys Jeep CJ2A - Windshield height 25", flat fenders, split windshield, has
tailgate, top mounted windshield wipers, side mounted spare tire, hood height 6". Willys Jeep
CJ3A - Windshield height 27", flat fenders, one piece windshield, vent in middle of windshield,
bottom mounted windshield wipers, hood height 6". Willys Jeep M38 - Windshield height 27",
flat fenders, one piece windshield, vent in middle of windshield, bottom mounted windshield
wipers, hood height 6". The engine was the L "Go Devil" Flathead. All DJ models were 2wd. CJ6
is the same basic vehicle as an early model CJ5 except with an extended rear body tub and "
wheelbase for ''71 and " wheelbase for '' The DJ is the Postal Jeep most people recognize today.
They also produced a long version from until , the DJ Jeepster Commando C - Jeep roadster
with either a full soft top, a half hardtop forming a truck. Wheel base is " forming the model
number. Jeep Commando C - Jeep roadster with either a full soft top, a half hardtop forming a
truck. Front Grille was changed from the traditional Jeep style design. Jeep CJ5 - Windshield
width 55", round fender Jeep, one piece windshield, factory roll bar, bottom mounted
windshield wipers, factory mounted door hinges, windshield retainer screws on, sloped
windshield. Jeep CJ7 - Windshield width 55", round fender Jeep, one piece windshield, factory
roll bar, bottom mounted windshield wipers, factory mounted door hinges, has either no
windshield retainer or screw-in design. Measures 81" from door hinge to rear of vehicle. Jeep
CJ8 Scrambler - Windshield width 55", round fender Jeep, one piece windshield, factory roll bar,
bottom mounted windshield wipers, factory mounted door hinges, Jeep Wrangler YJ Windshield width 55", round fender Jeep, one-piece windshield, factory roll bar with horizontal
supports, rectangular headlights and turn signal lights, and a squared off front grille. Comes
with either half or full hard doors. Jeep Wrangler TJ - Windshield width 55". Round headlights.
Center Tailgate mounted spare tire carrier with brake light. Tailgate opens to the side. Coil
spring 5 link suspension. Equipped with both driver and passenger side air bags. Plastic front
fenders and grill. Coil Spring 5 link suspension. Three Piece Modular hardtop. Suspension is
mounted to the sub-frame of vehicle. Coil spring front suspension with leaf springs in the rear.

Available in both 2 door and 4 door versions, both versions have the same wheel base. The first
Jeep vehicle to use the Quadra-Coil design. Optional Quadra-trac II transfer four-wheel drive
system. Jeep Grand Cherokee WJ - Replacement for the ZJ with modern lines, larger interior
space by putting the spare tire under the cargo area floor. Quality parts for your Jeep or Willys.
Shop with confidence at Midwest Jeep Willys. So you need to fix and repair your Willys Jeep.
Not sure what part you need? Vintage Willys Jeeps are not one size fits all. Are you ready to
bring your Jeep Willys back from the dead? Where do I start, who has the parts that I need?
Look no further, Midwest Jeep Willys offers you thousands of quality aftermarket Jeep Willys
restoration parts from the top manufactures. Have you ever seen a Jeep Wrangler that just blew
your mind? Are you looking to make your Jeep stand out from the rest? It was produced from
until Welcome, visitor! I have a OHC straight six tornado engine made by Kaiser it has miles and
is broke in from the machine shop. Willys Truck - Pickup Dinkard February 17, Willys Truck â€”
Body solid and good shape for the year, some good old fashion bondo. Many parts still good.
Both are all original. Lots of original new parts: tail gate, spare engine, spare transmission, split
transfer case, clutches, [â€¦]. Willys Truck jeep liberty timing belt
parts diagram honda
3 speed floor fan switch wiring diagram
Pickup Dmac February 11, Willys truck, good running chevy rebuilt inline 6, orig, trans and
drive train, home built bed, drive as is or restore, lots of new parts, [â€¦]. Willys Truck - Pickup
59kirk February 11, Willys Truck - Pickup Melinda January 30, This Willys Truck with its
professionally rebuilt engine has been completely restored and is in excellent running
condition. The original chassis has been cleaned, [â€¦]. Willys Truck - Pickup Matt January 19,
One of a kind RestoMod; classic appeal with modern technology Bullet-Proof suspension and
drivetrain, incredible ground clearance and traction Guaranteed to turn heads, instant classic,
[â€¦]. All original parts including Door handles, trim, wipers, horn, seats, cables, motor, trans,
rims, ETC. Salvage Yard Owner Estate [â€¦]. We will cover the first miles of shipping and can
even [â€¦]. Refine Results State. Need Vintage Willys Parts? Visit our sister site, About Willys
Jeeps. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks.

